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Abstract
It is possible to make Integrated Development Environments supporting formal methods that can be as flexible as the support for
dynamic programming languages. This paper contributes with
a demonstration employing different support environments for
the Vienna Development Method Specification Language (VDMSL) and design by contract for visual programming language.
This includes ViennaTalk developed on top of Pharo 4 providing
Smalltalk-styled LIVE browsers, VDM-SL interpreters, Smalltalk
code generators, UI prototyping environments and a prototype Web
API server to enable rigorous and flexible modeling during exploratory phases of software development. ViennaTalk uses the
Slot mechanism in Pharo to test invariant assertions on instance
variables in Smalltalk objects generated from VDM-SL specifications. In addition, we present a plugin named Assertch for Phratch,
a scratch-clone visual programming environment on top of Pharo 4,
that provides assertion blocks for designing and debugging a series
of blocks.
Both ViennaTalk and Assertch combine flexible live modeling
or coding while still supporting rigorous checking. ViennaTalk has
been evaluated by experienced professional engineers of VDM-SL
while Assertch has been evaluated by undergraduate students of
computer science. ViennaTalk and Assertch both demonstrate that
Pharo and its contemporary features support rigorous modeling in
formal specification languages as well as flexible prototyping in
Smalltalk.
Keywords Live environment, Lightweight formal methods, Specification animation, Validation

1.

Introduction

Capturing user requirements and validating them by exploratory
modeling techniques such as prototyping is a very successful
method in software development. Smalltalk is a leading environment for quickly prototyping in a live fashion.
The lightweight use of formal methods has been proposed quite
some time ago as a cost-effective way to promote industrial usage
[1, 4]. The Vienna Development Method (VDM) [3] contains different specification language dialects known to support lightweight
formal methods. In this paper we will concentrate on the VDM
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Figure 1. Packages and dependencies in ViennaTalk

Specification Language (VDM-SL) which is an ISO standard [6].
VDM-SL is a formal specification language that has an executable
subset, yet provides strong abstraction by powerful constructs with
mathematical foundations. Many successful cases of practical application of VDM to large scale software systems are reported [14].
Existing tools for VDM-SL include type checkers, proof obligation generators, interpreters and code generators. IDEs such as
VDMTools [4, 5] and Overture tool [7] integrate such tools, and
are used in industrial software development, including but not limited to high assurance systems. The formal specification phase is
not only to mathematically prove safety properties of the specification, but also to learn the target domain and elicit implicit requirements from clients and domain experts. A process of trial and error
is often carried out in the early stages of the specification phase.
We developed ViennaTalk, a formal specification environment
on top of Pharo 4, to introduce Pharo’s flexible and live way of
modeling. We also implemented Assertch, a plug-in for the visual programming environment Phratch1 , that introduces assertion
blocks. In this paper, an overview of ViennaTalk and Assertch is
provided in Sections 2 and 3. Components of ViennaTalk, such
as browsers, interpreters, code generators, UI prototyping environments, and a prototype web API server, are explained and discussed.

2.

ViennaTalk

ViennaTalk is a formal modeling environment for VDM-SL built
upon Pharo 4.
Pharo is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) where
developers of the IDE and application developers use the same environment. Modification to Pharo is open to any application programmer. ViennaTalk shares the same design rationale. ViennaTalk
is not a standalone IDE but serves as a part of the Pharo environment.
1 http://www.phratch.com/

ViennaTalk consists of the execution, IDEs and other utility
packages. Figure 1 shows ViennaTalk’s packages and their dependencies. The Engine package provides interpreters implemented as
wrappers to external interpreters. The Type and Value packages
provide types and values of the VDM-SL language as Smalltalk
objects. The VDMC package manages states of animation sessions
and translation between VDM-SL values and Smalltalk objects. ViennaTalk also has the Parser package including abstract syntax tree,
pretty printers, a syntax highlighter and code generators.
ViennaTalk provides four development environments on top of
the Pharo environment. The core also includes the VDM Browser
as a UI to edit and evaluate the source code of VDM-SL. Developers can extend or implement a tool specialised to a particular development project. The full configuration of ViennaTalk includes tools
such as VDMPad, Lively Walk-Through and Webly Walk-Through.
In this section, a brief overview of VDM-SL is presented.
Browsers for VDM-SL, animation mechanisms, and prototyping
environments are described afterwards.
2.1

Overview of VDM-SL

VDM-SL is a model-oriented formal notation based on discrete
mathematics and logic that supports the description of both data
and functionality. Although VDM-SL is not a programming language, it has a subset so that interpreters can simulate execution of
the specified system [8]; simulated execution is called animation.
An animation of the specification consists of a series of evaluations
of expressions. In this paper, we only use the executable subset of
VDM-SL.
A specification in VDM-SL has one or more modules. Each
module defines types, constant values, functions, a state space and
operations. Data are defined by means of types built using constructors that define structured data with records and tuples and collections such as sets, sequences and mappings from basic values such
as Booleans and numbers. Constants and functions are referentially
transparent, and operations may or may not read and/or change values of state variables defined in the state space. Each function or
operation may have a precondition and a postcondition. A precondition constrains the state and arguments before its evaluation, and
a postcondition constrains the state and arguments after the evaluation. The state space in each module may have an invariant that
the state should always satisfy. A type may also have invariant that
all values of the type should satisfy. If evaluation of an expression
violates either invariants, preconditions or postconditions, the interpreter reports the violation and stops the animation.
VDM-SL has a powerful pattern matching mechanism including set unions, sequence concatenation and map unions. For example, a pattern header ˆ [1, 2, 3] ˆ trailer matches to
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] with binding that header = [0] and
trailer = [4, 5] where the ˆ operator is sequence concatenation. VDM-SL also provides rich and powerful operators on maps,
such as composition and restriction to the domain and the range
of a map. Those features are useful for mathematical modeling.
Although those features are executable, the objective of VDM-SL
specification is to describe properties that the target system should
satisfy.
2.2

Browsers in ViennaTalk

ViennaTalk provides two live browsers for VDM-SL inspired by
the Smalltalk environment. One is a web-based IDE named VDMPad, the other is VDM Browser on Pharo’s desktop. VDMPad is
designed to be easy to use with small scale specifications that can
be expressed in a single module. The VDM Browser targets small
to medium scale specifications with multiple modules.
Both browsers are live; when a specification is executed, the
user can modify the specification and the animation continues with

the modified specification. Conventional animation tools do not
allow the user to modify the values of the state variables. An
animation always starts with the initial state, and modification to
the specification forces the animation to restart with the initial state.
ViennaTalk gives more freedom to the user; the user can change
the values of the state variables, can modify the specification, and
continue the animation by evaluating the next expression. If the
state violates the specification by evaluation of an expression, the
state before the evaluation will be kept. If the state violates the
specification by modification of the specification, the state will be
initialised.
2.2.1

VDMPad

VDMPad [9, 10] is a simple Web IDE for the formal specification
language VDM-SL designed to support exploratory stages of modeling. A VDMPad server provides a VDM animation service to web
clients for VDM-SL2 . It is designed to supply lightweight, easyto-use functionality comparable to a calculator in an engineer’s
pocket. VDMPad has two areas of intended use: formal methods
education and exploratory development. VDMPad can also be used
as a VDM-SL interpreter server for ViennaTalk installed on remote
hosts.
One benefit of programming on a web browser is convenience.
Downloading, installing and updating an IDE, along with libraries
that the IDE depends on, can be a burden for beginners. VDMPad
does not require any special plugin on the client side. Having a
VDMServer running on the Internet, a prospective VDM learner
can give it a try just by opening a browser and entering the URL
at a classroom or a development site. Because the VDM interpreter
runs on the server side, the client side is lightweight.
All operations to animate a VDM-SL specification on VDMPad
are performed via the one, simple page. Figure 2 shows the major
UI components of VDMPad. The user interface consists of five
parts: a specification editor, an area for information about the state,
a workspace, a return value display, and finally a message area. In
addition, a retractable menu pane is provided.
The specification editor has a syntax highlighting feature to
help the user see the structure of the specification. The user does
not have to save the specification to animate it. Evaluating an
expression in the workspace will send the specification to the server
to animate it, and the specification will be saved on the local
storage in the browser automatically along with the content of the
workspace and other information about the status of the animation.
VDMPad displays the value of each of the state variables in
the state area. The value of each variable is printed in an input
field so that the user can edit the value. VDMPad can optionally
display a diagram representation of the value of each state variable
for intuitive understanding of the structure of the value.
The workspace is a text editor named after its counterpart in the
Smalltalk environment. The main purpose of the workspace is to
enter and organise a collection of expressions for evaluation, but
the user can also write notes inside this area. The user can evaluate such an expression by selecting it on the workspace and clicking the evaluate button (See Figure 2). The return value of the
expression is displayed below the evaluate button. The return
value can also be displayed in a diagram representation. If evaluation generates a run-time error, the error message is displayed in
the message area at the bottom of the window.
2.2.2

VDM Browser

Figure 3 shows VDM Browser. Like Smalltalk’s class browsers,
VDM Browser styles syntax by colours and also pretty prints the
2A

similar web-based IDE can be found in [12].

Figure 3. A screenshot of the VDM Browser

Figure 2. A screenshot of VDMPad

source either automatically or by an explicit command in the context menu.
The VDM Browser has two roles; a source editor and an inspector on an animation context of the specification. The upper left
pane is the module list where the modules defined in the specification are listed. By selecting a module in the module list, the user can
choose the module to edit the source and to evaluate an expression.
The upper middle pane is the variable list where the state variables
of the selected module are displayed (or for the entire system if no
module is selected). The upper right pane is the value pane where
the value of the selected state variable is displayed. The user can
also enter an expression in the value pane and assign it to the state
variable.
VDM Browser has a workspace. The workspace appears by selecting the Workspace tab. Figure 4 shows a workspace after evaluating the expression getGoal(). The return value of the evaluated expression is inserted and selected (9000). An expression is
evaluated in the scope of the selected module in the module list.
2.3
2.3.1

Animation Mechanisms
Interpreters

ViennaTalk uses VDMJ, a VDM interpreter in Java, as an external interpreter [2]. ViennaTalk provides three kinds of wrappers
to use VDM interpreters: ViennaVDMJ, ViennaClient and Vienna-

Figure 4. A screenshot of Workspace in VDMBrowser

BankEngine. ViennaVDMJ uses VDMJ3 to evaluate an expression
via OSProcess4 . ViennaClient is a wrapper that uses VDMPad/ViennaTalk server via HTTP. ViennaBankEngine is a pool of wrappers to distribute computational loads over the wrapper pool. All
3 https://github.com/nickbattle/vdmj
4 http://www.squeaksource.com/OSProcess.html


operations
sieve : nat1 ==> ()
sieve(x) ==
space := [space(i)
| i in set inds space
& space(i) mod x <> 0];





Figure 5. A part of Sieve of Eratosthenes in VDM-SL

sieve: x
space := ((1 to: space size)
select: [ :i | (space value: i) \\ x ˜= 0 ]
thenCollect: [ :i | space value: i ])
asOrderedCollection

Figure 6. The sieve Smalltalk method generated from the VDMSL specification in Figure 5

those wrappers respond to the #evaluate:specification:states: message.
The wrappers are sessionless, which means that a wrapper does
not store any state information about an animation; a wrapper can
be used by multiple animations and an animation can be carried out
by different wrappers for each evaluation of an expression.
2.3.2

Code Generators

ViennaTalk also has three kinds of Smalltalk code generators.
ViennaVDM2Smalltalk generates a string that can be evaluated
by Smalltalk compilers. ViennaVDM2SmalltalkClass generates
a class for each module in the VDM-SL specification. ViennaVDM2SmalltalkObject generates an anonymous class for each
module in the VDM-SL specification and creates its instance.
The generated code uses standard Smalltalk classes if possible.
For example, characters in VDM-SL are translated into objects of
the Character class in the standard class library. A set {1, 2, 3,
4} in a VDM-SL specification is translated into {1. 2. 3. 4}
asSet.
One goal of the ViennaTalk’s code generators is to output
human-readable and natural Smalltalk programs. The following
specification is a snippet from an executable specification of Sieve
of Eratosthenes to compute a series of prime numbers.
ViennaTalk defines classes for values and types of VDM-SL.
VDM-SL and Smalltalk have different type systems. VDM-SL
is statically typed, and Smalltalk is dynamically typed. Smalltalk
has multiple concrete classes for integers: SmallInteger,
LargePositiveInteger, and LargeNegativeInteger
in Pharo 4. VDM-SL also has multiple types for integer and its
subtypes: int, nat, and nat1. It is not straightforward to define
a mapping between Smalltalk classes and VDM-SL types.
ViennaTalk provides classes to express VDM-SL types independent of the classes of instance objects translated from VDMSL values. VDM-SL types are instances of subclasses of the ViennaType class and VDM-SL values are instances of standard classes
such as Integer, Float, Array and so on. The instance objects translated from VDM-SL values are loosely associated with VDM-SL
type objects by the #includes: message. An instance of the ViennaType class responds to the #includes: message and answers whether the object given as the argument belongs to the receiver’s type. For example, a SmallInteger object 1 is translated
from VDM-SL’s value 1, and the expression ViennaType nat
includes: 1 evaluates to true.

Figure 7. A screenshot of Lively Walk-Through

Those type objects also respond to the >= message to answer the
subtype relationship in VDM-SL’s type system. Table 1 shows the
mapping between VDM-SL types and their type objects and value
objects in Smalltalk. Those classes for VDM-SL types and values
are not only for code generators but they can be used to implement
other tools to manipulate VDM-SL specifications.
ViennaTalk uses the Slot mechanism [13] to implement invariant checking on instance variables. The Slot mechanism enables application programmers to define models of instance variables without customizing the compiler. A Slot defines a series of bytecodes
that the compiler should generate for read access to the variables,
and another series for write access. A class can be defined optionally with pairs of an instance variable name and a slot. When the
compiler generates bytecodes of read or write access to an instance
variable in a mehtod, the compiler delegates the bytecode generation task to the corresponding slot. A slot may also have methods to
process read and/or write access to an instance variable of an object
in addition to bytecodes.
ViennaTalk provides ViennaStateSlot that sends a #inv message to an object when an instance variable of the object is assigned a value. The #inv method tests the invariant. If the invariant evaluates to false, ViennaStateInvariantViolation will be signalled. The code generator generates the #inv method from the
state space definition and uses ViennaStateSlot for each state variable when the code generator defines a class for a VDM-SL module. ViennaStateSlot enables the state invariant to be checked in the
Smalltalk system, and helps Smalltalk programmers to detect an
unexpected object assigned to an instance variable.
2.4

Prototyping Environments

ViennaTalk includes two prototyping environments, Lively WalkThrough [11] and Webly Walk-Through [11].
Lively Walk-Through is a UI prototyping environment that
combines a formal specification in VDM-SL and prototypical UI
design. Stakeholders can use the prototype to check whether the
specification in VDM-SL satisfies the requirements by operating
the specified system through the user interface. Figure 7 shows a
prototype of the Tic-Tac-Toe game on Lively Walk-Through. The
left part is the prototypical user interface. In Figure 7, an image of
3x3 board, two stone widgets (O and X), a start button, and a status
display are placed. The right part has tabs of a widget catalog, a
VDM Browser, a LiveTalk browser where the UI events are associated with VDM expressions and data flow to widgets, settings
menu, and file menu. The user can modify the specification and the
state using VDM Browser when operating on the prototypical user
interface.

Type description
natural number
non-zero natural number
integer
real number
boolean
quote
option type

VDM type
nat
nat1
int
real
bool
<quote>
[t]

Smalltalk expression
ViennaType nat
ViennaType nat1
ViennaType int
ViennaType real
ViennaType bool
ViennaType quote: #quote
t optional

Implementation class
ViennaNatType
ViennaNat1Type
ViennaIntType
ViennaRealType
ViennaBoolType
ViennaQuoteType
ViennaOptionType

product type
union type
set type
seq type
non-empty seq type
map type
injective map type
partial function type
total function type
composite(record) type

t1 * t2
t1 | t2
set of t
seq of t
seq1 of t
map t1 to t2
inmap t1 to t2
t1 -> t2
t1 +> t2
compose t of
f1 : t1
f2 : t2
t3 end
t inv pattern
==expr

t1 * t2
t1 | t2
t set
t seq
t seq1
t1 mapTo: t2
t1 inmapTo: t2
t1 -> t2
t1 +> t2
ViennaType compose: ’t’ of:
{f1 . false . t1.
{f2 . true . t2}.
{nil . false . t3}}
t inv: [:v | expr]

ViennaProductType
ViennaUnionType
ViennaSetType
ViennaSeqType
ViennaSeq1Type
ViennaMapType
ViennaInmapType
ViennaPartialFunctionType
ViennaTotalFunctionType
ViennaCompositeType

Value’s class
Integer
Integer
Integer
Float
Boolean
Symbol
t’s class or
UndefinedObject
Array
t1 or t2’s class
Set
OrderedCollection
OrderedCollection
Dictionary
Dictionary
BlockClosure
BlockClosure
ViennaComposite

ViennaConstrainedType

t’s class

type invariant

Table 1. VDM-SL types and corresponding Smalltalk expressions, type classes and value classes
Webly Walk-Through is a web API server that publishes operations defined in a VDM-SL specification as web APIs. Used in
conjunction with HTML and JavaScript, Webly Walk-Through can
be used as a prototyping tool for web applications. Web APIs on
Webly Walk-Through exchange data in JSON format.
2.5

Discussion and Related Work

We have built a formal methods environment named ViennaTalk on
top of Pharo 4. The development of ViennaTalk demonstrated that
a live environment as an extremely dynamic environment benefits
development environments for languages oriented to static analysis.
VDMTools [4, 5] and the Overture tool [7] are two major IDEs
for VDM family practically used in industries. Both VDMTools
and Overture tool aims at rigorous large scaled development; they
provide syntax and type checking, interpreters and code generators
for large specifications modularised and stored in directory trees.
Interpreters provided by VDMTools and Overture tool are not live;
an animation session restart with the initial state when the specification is modified. ViennaTalk’s live animation makes the initial
stage of the modeling process more flexible and more efficient by
allowing animation and modification interleaved with each other.
The code generators of VDMTools and Overture require external development tools for the target language such as compilers and
linkers. ViennaTalk can generate Smalltalk objects directly from a
VDM-SL source and run it instantly. ViennaTalk can also generate
a class library. Having a class library generated from a VDM-SL
source, the user can browse classes and methods to gradually and
seamlessly integrate the code with other components of the Pharo
environment in the live way.
A prototype WebIDE for Overture tool has been developed
[12]. ViennaTalk provides a web-based IDE named VDMPad as
described in Section 2.2.1. Two web IDEs share the same strengths,
in both industrial and educational settings, that the tools can be
delivered and updated by the central controlling manner. They have
different orientation inherited from their base environment: the
Eclipse-based Overture tool and the Smalltalk-based ViennaTalk.
Overture’s WebIDE has a file-based user interface based on the

Eclipse-based standalone Overture tool, and provides functionality
using components of the Overture tool. VDMPad has an imagebased user interface which does not employ the concept of files
except importing/exporting snapshots from/to local file systems.
Both ViennaTalk and VDMPad are designed as personal modeling
environments for exploratory modelling tasks while Overture and
its WebIDE pursuit rigorous modeling in either personal or teambased developments.
ViennaTalk does not only use Pharo’s class libraries, but also
adopted liveness and UI design inspired by Pharo. We received
positive feedback from the experts. They commented that the
workspace is convenient in trial-and-error to understand the system’s behaviour. We also asked expert VDM-SL engineers to use
Lively Walk-Through in hackathon sessions. They commented that
the UI prototyping is a good tool to capture the requirements. We
believe the liveness and the exploratory modeling approach supported by ViennaTalk can be accepted by formal engineers. We
have been providing a public VDMPad server at:
http://vdmpad.csce.kyushu-u.ac.jp and invited expert VDM-SL engineers from industry for evaluation.
Smalltalk programmers can also enjoy benefits of lightweight
formal methods. The invariant checking mechanism implemented
in ViennaTalk can help Smalltalk programmers. Use of the Slot
mechanism like ViennaStateSlot gives confidence that an object
maintains data integrity. ViennaStateSlot sends a #inv message
when an instance variable is overwritten. The #inv method checks
the sanity of the receiver object. The #inv method can serve as
debug code as well as design documentation that describes the
assumed constraints of the object.

3.

Assertch

Assertch is a plug-in extension to Phratch5 , a live and visual programming environment on Pharo 4.
The objective of Assertch is to introduce formal methods to
undergraduate computer science students. Assertch provides four
5 http://www.phratch.com/

significant aspect is Slot. Slot is one of the contemporary features
in Pharo that allows the flexibility to change semantics of instance
variables. ViennaTalk uses the Slot mechanism to implement state
invariants on instance variables. It demonstrates that Pharo’s flexibility helps implementation of lightweight formal tools that aid rigorous construction of program code. We continue developing ViennaTalk to pursue rigorous and flexible modeling for efficient and
reliable software development.
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